Phoenix, AZ, 7-19-2018

Today, the Industrial Commission of Arizona voted unanimously to name Arizona Division of Occupational Safety and Health (ADOSH) Interim Director, Jessie Atencio, the permanent ADOSH Director.

Jessie Atencio has worked for 5 years protecting Arizona's workers within the ADOSH Compliance Division and worked 7 years promoting workplace safety across Arizona as the ADOSH Consultation Assistant Director. Mr. Atencio’s extensive knowledge of all aspects of workplace safety will allow him to continue the trend of reducing Arizona’s workplace injuries.

Industrial Commission of Arizona Director, James Ashley, stated, "The role of the ADOSH Director is vital, not only to the Industrial Commission, but to the entire state. Jessie commands the ideal experience and dedication to serve in this important capacity."

The Industrial Commission of Arizona believes that Jessie Atencio will be an asset moving forward and help continue to fulfill our mission - protection of life, health, safety, and welfare of Arizona’s most valuable assets.
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